Memorandum

To: Members, Select Committee on Economic Disparity and Fairness in Growth

From: Select Committee Majority Staff


The Select Committee on Economic Disparity and Fairness in Growth will hold a hybrid hearing entitled “Big Ideas for Small Businesses: Fostering American Entrepreneurship Through Starting, Sustaining and Growing Small Businesses” on Wednesday, March 16, 2022, at 10:00 AM ET in Room 2172 of the Rayburn House Office Building. There will be one panel with the following witnesses:

- Ms. LaJuanna Russell, small business owner of Business Management Associates, Inc. and Chair of the Board at Small Business Majority
- Dr. Brett Theodos, Senior Fellow and Director of the Community Economic Development Hub at the Urban Institute
- Mr. Everett Sands, CEO and President of Lendistry (Certified Community Development Financial Institution)
- Mr. John Rogers, Chairman, SBA Council on Underserved Communities; Co-CEO & Chief Investment Officer of Ariel Investments,
- Ms. Dina Rubio, Owner/Operator, Don Ramon, West Palm Beach, FL 33405

Why small businesses and entrepreneurs are key to economic prosperity

Small businesses and entrepreneurship are at the core of economic activity, competitiveness, and resilience in America. Inclusive entrepreneurship and small business ownership opportunities across groups and geography may generate significant benefits to society by creating new employment opportunities, fostering innovation, helping build community and individual wealth, and bringing a diversity of ideas into fruition.

Defined by the U.S. Small Business Administration as firms with fewer than 500 employees, small businesses comprise 99.7% of all U.S. firms, according to the most recent and comprehensive data. Even smaller firms with fewer than twenty employees make up 89.0% of all U.S. firms.¹ Small businesses create two thirds of all new jobs and employ almost half of all private sector employees.²

---

At the community level, new entrepreneurial or small business activity is associated with reductions in the unemployment rate and poverty, as well as increased average household income.³ Research also shows that communities with greater concentration of small businesses, particularly with firms with fewer than ten employees, are also faster to recover from economic recessions.⁴

Owning a small business can provide a path to individual prosperity, as business and financial assets tend to have higher average returns over time than other types of nonfinancial assets, such as a house.⁵ Some research also indicates that people who start businesses earn higher lifetime incomes, including 10% higher salaries than other workers.⁶ Moreover, households in which the head of household is self-employed tend to have significantly higher wealth levels than those in which the head of household is employed by someone else.⁷ According to the latest available data, the median net worth of families who own a business with fewer than five employees is $308,100 compared with a median net worth of $89,000 for families that do not own a business.⁸ However, the impact of owning a small business on building individual wealth depends on a number of factors, including the amount of available starting capital, industry, and size of the business.⁹

**Propelling economic recovery through inclusive small business support**

Given their vital role in the economy, supporting small businesses and entrepreneurs should be at the center of economic recovery efforts in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. In early 2020, the federal government provided an unprecedented amount of support for small businesses to help mitigate the adverse effects of the COVID-19 pandemic through the Small Business Administration’s $650 billion Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) and the $220 billion Economic Injury Disaster Loan Program (EIDL) - programs under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act).

The PPP program supplied loans through banks, credit unions, and other financial institutions to help keep small businesses open and employees on payroll. The loan amounts covered 2.5 months of payroll costs and could be eligible for forgiveness if employees were retained. The EIDL loans for $200 billion and EIDL advances for $20 billion were also provided to small businesses.¹⁰ The loans were spread broadly among industries, with the food and accommodation sector leading the amount in loans through 05/31/2021.¹¹ (Figure 1)

---


⁴ Venture Forward, Calculations of economic indicators by Economic Innovation Group (EIG).


PPP loans were broadly distributed across all regions in the country. However, research shows that PPP funds reached minority communities later than communities with lower minority shares, which potentially resulted in disproportionate initial closures of minority-owned and other underserved businesses. Additional significant help was later provided to restaurants and venues with $28.6 billion for the Restaurant Revitalization Fund and $16 billion for the Shuttered Venue Operators Grant through the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021. More recently, the U.S. Small Business Administration announced $100 million Community Navigator Pilot Program, also established by the American Rescue Plan. The program will provide competitive grants to strengthen outreach to businesses in underserved communities.

Evidence indicates that small businesses were hit particularly hard in the first year of the pandemic, with those run by minorities, women, and veterans severely impacted. Yet at the same time, Americans filed 4.3 million applications to start a new business since the beginning of the pandemic, reversing almost four decades of declining entrepreneurship trends. Early research suggests that this recent surge in new business starts is mostly concentrated in Black and Hispanic communities with higher median income and correlates with economic stimulus measures enacted through the CARES Act, Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2020, and the American Rescue Plan of 2021. As more evidence on the nature and consequences of the state of small businesses and pandemic-induced boom in entrepreneurship becomes available, better understanding and addressing the barriers to opening and growing small businesses is key to ensuring a strong and equitable economic recovery.

**Entrepreneurship, small business ownership, and disparities in outcomes**

Starting a business is an inherently risky venture. A business’s viability is shaped by a variety of factors, including business model type, presence of local competition within the same industry, access to
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13 U.S. Small Business Administration. “Restaurant Revitalization Fund” and “Shuttered Venue Operators Grant.”
17 Ibid.
 financing, and macroeconomic conditions.\textsuperscript{19} From 1994-2019, about one third of new firms with employees closed within two years of opening, and half of establishments closed within the first five years.\textsuperscript{20}

Notably, business ownership and performance trends differ across industry, demographic groups, and geography. For example, in 2019, 5\% of Black families and 7\% of Hispanic families owned a business compared with 17\% of white families.\textsuperscript{21} Small business performance, in terms of profitability, likewise differed by race and ethnicity in 2019. (Figure 2)

![Figure 2: Profitability of Small Businesses by Race or Ethnicity (2019)](image)

Source: Federal Reserve Banks, 2019 Small Business Credit Survey.\textsuperscript{22}

Among the groups, Black women were the fastest growing entrepreneurs between 2014-19.\textsuperscript{23} While 17\% of Black women were starting a business, outpacing the proportion of white men starting a business by 2021, only 3\% of operated a mature business.\textsuperscript{24} The gap between starting and sustaining a business is, in part, attributable to the industries that Black women entrepreneurs start businesses in: retail and wholesale and the health, education, and social services industries. These industries tend to have low margins and crowded competition contributing to lower sustainability rates.\textsuperscript{25} Indeed, research suggests that small businesses owned by a Black entrepreneur are more likely to close within four years than a small business owned by a white entrepreneur.\textsuperscript{26}

In rural areas, new small business growth has lagged urban areas over the past twenty years.\textsuperscript{27} In 2019, rural small businesses also fared worse than urban small businesses in terms of profitability. (Figure 3) Common challenges associated with rural entrepreneurship include access to markets complicated by lack

\textsuperscript{19} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{22} Disclaimer: The Federal Reserve Banks and the Federal Reserve System cannot vouch for the data or analyses derived from these data after the data have been retrieved from fedsmallbusiness.org.
\textsuperscript{25} Ibid; Note that the authors further attribute the industry choice to barriers to access to capital.
\textsuperscript{27} U.S. Small Business Administration Office of Advocacy. “Growth in Number of Rural Establishments.” December 2019.
of reliable broadband, challenges in accessing peer networks, difficulty in finding a skilled workforce, accessing specialized services, and securing capital.\textsuperscript{28}
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Source: Federal Reserve Banks, 2019 Small Business Credit Survey\textsuperscript{29}

**Key elements for starting, sustaining, and growing a small business**

Starting a new business can be a complex endeavor depending on social networks and access to capital. An entrepreneur must secure funding, select a location, understand state and local regulation and tax laws, apply for licenses and permits, and determine which business structure works best to raise funds.\textsuperscript{30} Moreover, entrepreneurs must find workers with the right skills and retain them, which in a competitive labor market oftentimes includes offering access to affordable childcare and other workplace benefits.\textsuperscript{31} These steps often involve complex tax, legal, and financial information and present considerable informational and financial obstacles to entrepreneurship.

**Access to capital**

Accessing capital is the primary need faced by entrepreneurs as they seek to start, sustain, and grow their small businesses.\textsuperscript{32} Entrepreneurs use several types of capital based on the needs, type, and characteristics of the business and entrepreneur.\textsuperscript{33} Capital financing can be internal (self-financing), external (outside sources), public (such as government grants), or private (from banks or investment firms).\textsuperscript{34} According to the latest data available, 75\% of entrepreneurs use personal savings to fund their new business, and 19\% report using a bank loan for startup capital.\textsuperscript{35} Additionally, 50.9\% of all employer firms have less than $25,000 at startup.\textsuperscript{36} Informal sources of funding play a large role in the financing of

\textsuperscript{29} Pages, Erik R. “Entrepreneurial Ecosystems in Appalachia: Literature Review.” Appalachian Regional Commission. 2018.
\textsuperscript{30} Disclaimer: The Federal Reserve Banks and the Federal Reserve System cannot vouch for the data or analyses derived from these data after the data have been retrieved from fedsmallbusiness.org.
\textsuperscript{31} U.S. Small Business Administration. 10 Steps to Start Your New Business.
\textsuperscript{32} Stangler, Dane, and Michelle Kumar. “From Pandemic to Prosperity: Bipartisan Solutions to Support Today’s Small Businesses.” Bipartisan Policy Center. 2022.
a new venture. For instance, 17% of new employer businesses report using credit cards, and crowdfunding has gained ground as a source of financing for new businesses over the past several years.

Disparities in access to capital exist across several dimensions, including:

- **Geography:** Between 2010-14, 5 cities (Houston, Los Angeles, Dallas, San Francisco, and New York City) contributed up to 50% of new net firm creation across the U.S. Investment tends to be concentrated in firms that are close in proximity to investors, generating a geographic disadvantage for non-coastal new small businesses. In contrast, the value of small loans to rural businesses declined by more than half between 2004 and 2017.

- **Gender:** 41% of women business owners start with less than $10,000 in initial capital. Women are also less likely to use bank loans compared to men starting businesses. This in turn may put women-owned firms at a disadvantage because an early relationship with a bank may be key for future business financing. Recent research also indicates that women face barriers in raising funds in industries that are perceived as traditionally male-dominated, such as software engineering.

- **Race and Ethnicity:** About 81% of minority-owned firms used owners’ savings to fund their ventures in comparison with 73% of non-minority firms. In addition, a higher share of minority-owned firms (19%) used credit cards as a form of financing in comparison to non-minority-owned firms (16%).

- **Information Asymmetry and Existing Relationships with Banks:** Established businesses leverage their existing financial relationships with banks and venture capitalists to access greater levels of capital compared to new entrepreneurs who face challenges with unstable cash flows and lack of collateral. For example, in the early months of the pandemic, lack of information and established banking relationships kept many small businesses, particularly minority/immigrant-owned ones, at the back of the line for PPP loans.

**Administrative burdens**
States and localities primarily regulate small businesses, and certain permitting and regulatory rules bar entry for would-be business owners. These include compliance requirements – entrepreneurs are "required to learn an array of business regulations as well as regulations specific to their industry" to start a company. Large, established firms have the resources to guide the business owner through these

37 Ibid.
39 Ibid.
requirements, but new and existing small business owners, with less employee capacity, could be negatively impacted by regulations.\textsuperscript{49} Additionally, certain laws make it difficult for new companies to enter a new market. State governments often have ‘Certificates of Need’ or ‘Certificates of Necessity’ laws requiring businesses wishing to enter certain industries to "receive approval from a regulatory authority," and to prove their products satisfy a public need.\textsuperscript{50}

Occupational licensing is another barrier to entrance. While their objectives are to promote high quality services and safeguard public health, researchers and policymakers have acknowledged the obstacles inherent in licensing and underscored opportunities for reform.\textsuperscript{51} Experts and economists agree on the need to strike a measured balance in licensing to ensure that market competition is not stifled.\textsuperscript{52}

**Technical assistance**

Most technical assistance programs assist businesses in access to capital for operations or for expanding their business,\textsuperscript{53} as lenders generally require substantial documentation reflecting the borrower’s management capacity to generate income needed to repay the debt.\textsuperscript{54} Other examples of small business technical assistance may include business planning, market expansion strategies, such as through marketing and e-commerce training, and employee recruitment.\textsuperscript{55} The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed both the importance and gaps in regional technical assistance services needed to help small businesses navigate through economic shocks.\textsuperscript{56} A recent study highlights language and cultural barriers and lack of assistance to meet industry-specific needs as primary gaps in technical assistance to underserved businesses.\textsuperscript{57}

**Market access expansion**

Access to markets for small business owners can be expanded through measures such as competition/antitrust policies, public procurement opportunities, loosening redundant licensing requirements at the local level, and reducing administrative burdens.\textsuperscript{58} As social distancing rules have moved companies and consumers increasingly online amid the COVID-19 pandemic, the ability of small businesses to effectively engage in e-commerce became a vital strategy for business viability. For instance, in the U.S., the share of e-commerce in total retail sales increased from an average of 10-12% in the period spanning from 2018 Q1 to 2020 Q1 to 17% in 2020 Q2.\textsuperscript{59}

**Stewarding success in entrepreneurship and small businesses**

*Examples of longstanding US federal programs*

The Small Business Administration (SBA): was created in 1953 and has since administered access to capital programs to provide, “long-term loans and equity capital to small businesses, especially those with potential job growth and economic impact, and loan guarantee programs to encourage lenders to provide
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\textsuperscript{55} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{56} Scott, Chris, and Howard Wial. “Closing the gaps in regional small business technical assistance.” Initiative for a Competitive Inner City. 2022.

\textsuperscript{57} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{58} Ibid.


loans to small businesses that might not otherwise be able to obtain financing. These programs include SBA’s 7(a) loan guarantee program, SBA’s 504/CDC loan guarantee program, and the Microloan Direct Lending Program. SBA also funds technical assistance to businesses through 14,000 resource partners including 62 Small Business Development Centers, 900 Business Development Center Outreach locations, 136 Women’s Business Development Centers, and more than 250 chapters of the Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE).

To address persistent barriers to accessing capital among disadvantaged communities and populations, the Department of the Treasury established the Community Development Financial Institutions Fund (CDFI) in 1994 with the goal of expanding economic opportunity for underserved people and communities, and supporting the growth and capacity of a national network of community development lenders, investors, and financial service providers. In addition, Minority Depository Institutions (MDIs), established through the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), are federally-insured depository institutions for which 51% or more of the voting stock is owned by minority individuals, or where members of the board of directors and the communities they serve are predominantly minority. The FDIC found that MDIs originate a greater share of SBA guaranteed small business loans for low- and moderate-income households compared to non-MDI institutions.

Minority Business Development Agency (MBDA): founded in 1969 and codified as a permanent agency within the U.S. Department of Commerce by President Biden with the signing of the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act of 2021, the MBDA is the only federal agency tasked with promoting the growth and competitiveness of minority-owned businesses. It currently invests in a national network of MBDA business centers (“Specialty Centers”), including Federal Procurement and Export Centers, and grantees.

The Federal Acquisition Regulation requires federal agencies to reserve contracts (called set-asides) greater than the micro-purchase threshold of $10,000 but not greater than the simplified acquisition threshold of $250,000 exclusively for small businesses, unless there is insignificant competition for a particular contract. Every Federal agency houses an Office of Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization to promote contracts with small businesses and examine the role and responsibilities of federal procurement officers and relevant business opportunity officials in promoting small business contracting opportunities.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Rural Development programs support community-based entrepreneurial planning and growth. Specifically, the Value-Added Producer Grant program, the Rural Energy for America Program, and the Business and Industry Loan Guarantee program can directly support entrepreneurs, as well as the public agencies and community-based organizations that serve them.
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63 U.S. Department of the Treasury, Community Development Financial Institutions Fund, About Us.
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Examples of public-private and nonprofit initiatives

Funded in part by SBA, America’s SBDC is a nationwide network of Small Business Centers hosted by leading universities, colleges, state economic development agencies, and private partners. Between 2019-20, SBDC helped start 18,691 new businesses. Moreover, 76% of SBDC clients report starting new businesses with the help of services like free business consulting, accessing capital, and technology development.70

Another SBA partner, SCORE is the nation’s largest network of volunteer, expert business mentors that has served more than eleven million small business owners since 1964. SCORE chapters operate in all 50 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. During the pandemic, SCORE provided management and technical assistance training services to help start 45,027 businesses and create 74,535 non-owner jobs.71 Since the beginning of the pandemic, SCORE has also created the Small Business Resilience Hub which has served more than 700,000 clients to date through online mentoring on topics like funding and finance, recovery and growth, human resources and operations, and startup business plans.72

Examples of small business assistance and entrepreneurship programming abroad

Among the OECD countries, the federal government of Germany leads the way in simplifying the regulatory environment through measures such as strengthening e-government services.73 Entrepreneurship support policies have been an important and effective pillar of economic policies in Germany over the recent decades. As an example, the Start-up Campaign “GO!” [Gründungsoffensive “GO!”] includes provisions to stimulate a more inclusive culture as well as schemes to support women, students, and migrants in business creation.

In response to COVID-19 pandemic, Germany established a multi-billion-euro assistance program through the state-owned investment bank to provide liquidity to businesses, entrepreneurs, and freelancers. Within the initiative, microbusinesses with up to 10 employees were eligible for a one-time payment of EUR 15,000 for a three-month period. Around 426,000 of self-employed and micro-entrepreneurs received several rounds of grants. On April 30, 2020, the government also introduced an additional EUR 2 billion package aimed at start-ups and small enterprises with sustainable business models.

70 Ibid.
72 Ibid.